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Photo art is highly sought-after by museums and collectors. Numerous exhibitions in great museums and renowned galleries of the world are dedicated to the photographic genre and a rapidly growing number of contemporary fine art photos are key components of private and public art collections.

Now is time to start a collection with our inspiring fine art masterpieces.

Collectors of fine art photography can expect the value of the works to rise appreciably - the market for fine art photography has grown a good deal in the last five years. Fine art photography is highly fashionable today as a lifestyle feature, enjoying recognition by national institutions and finding its way into private collections and archives.


The comprehensive portfolio of PREISS FINE ARTS shows with the greatest fine art photographers a representative overview about the contemporary fine art scene.

With its exclusive additional online gallery PREISS FINE ARTS gives the fine art scene a contemporary environment and offers a high-quality platform, which meets the demands of collectors and art-interested people.

Each artwork is made and signed by the artist in a strictly limited edition.

Andrea Preiss
CEO/Founder

PREISS FINE ARTS is a unique gallery for fine art photography which presents only the most famous artists of the world.

Available print sizes, editions and prices on request. Please visit the complete portfolio at www.preissfinearts.com
Unique pieces for collectors and art lovers, who look for the extraordinary: worldwide last available prints from sold-out editions, single pieces and photographs, which left their marks in history – all artworks are available at PREISS FINE ARTS.
David Drebin is one of the greatest photographers in the world. Drebin’s work plays with the American dream, with all of its hopes and illusions.

At first glance, the world that David Drebin pictures is the world of the rich and the beautiful. Only at a second glance do the strong emotions under the seamlessly smooth surface become apparent, sometimes only indicated by a gesture, a glance, a tear, a movement or action. From resplendent panoramas or cinematic, glamorously staged moments, Drebin always tackles big emotions like humour, love and sex.

His photographs have been shown in countless exhibitions in the most prestigious galleries of the world and are represented at the most important art fairs, as well as being sold at numerous international auctions.
Ellen von Unwerth is one of the most famous and influential photographers in the world. After a decade as a fashion model, von Unwerth brought first-hand knowledge of the kinetic energy of fashion photo shoots to the creation of her own photographs. She discovered famous models like Claudia Schiffer and Eva Herzigova, creating worlds of imagery with them that have already gone down in the history of contemporary photography and are now an integral part of our everyday aesthetics.
Liu Bolin is one of the most famous photographers of his generation. He creates compelling works that combine performance art and photography. The Chinese artist is worldwide renowned as “The Invisible Man”. Liu covers himself in paint to fade into the backdrop of a photographed scene. His most famous artworks are from the famous series Hiding in the City.

Liu Bolin's pieces are so unique that it comes as no surprise that they immediately caused an international uproar and have already been shown in museums across the world.
Andreas H. Bitesnich is seen as one of the greatest photographers of our time. Especially in the area of nude photography, he counts among the best in the world. Since 1989, he has dedicated himself entirely to photography and can be found on display in solo and group exhibitions in renowned galleries and museums around the world. Bitesnich captures moments of indescribable beauty.

Albert Watson has made his mark as one of the world’s most successful fashion and commercial photographers during the last four decades, while creating his own art along the way. Albert’s visual language follows his own distinctive rules and concepts of quality. His way of lighting subjects, especially the fetish objects and portraits, creates a nearly meditative atmosphere in the photographs. Without a doubt, Albert Watson is an artist who greatly enriches our perception with his unique photographic view.
Michel Comte is one of the most famous fashion- and celebrity photographers of our time. Comte who was born in Zurich in 1954 started his spectacular career after being discovered by Karl Lagerfeld 30 years ago. Having worked in almost every genre of photography, Comte has established an international reputation as a brilliant photographer approaching celebrities in his unique style. He often shows protagonists in unfamiliar surroundings creating thereby images with exceptional expressiveness and new effects.

Guido Argentini is one of the most illustrious fashion and advertising photographers in the world. He began early in his career to concentrate on nudes and landscapes featuring women’s bodies. He is a master of erotic photography, and his sculpturesque representations of the female form create unusual perspectives that constantly push the limits of artistic perception.
Mark Seliger is an American photographer, born in Texas in 1959. Having moved to New York City in the middle of the 1980s, he has since then become one of the most renowned photographers.

His work is presented in famous museums and galleries all over the world. Seliger is famous for his portraits. He knows how to capture moments, moods and atmospheres that make pictures unique.

RanKin

Rankin is a true icon of modern photography. His name has become a synonym of innovation, experimentation and transgression.

As a magazine editor, he also is acknowledged for his passion for new ideas and talents. Dazed & Confused was a stepping stone in Rankin’s career and brought him fame in the fashion and contemporary art world.

He not only aims at making photography an eternal form of art, but also discovers and promotes new talents.
Fine art photography owns timeless beauty and is a rich and dynamic field. Collectors of fine art photography can expect the value of the works to rise appreciably – the market for fine art photography has grown a good deal in the last five years. The story of fine art photography is still being written — today as a lifestyle feature and enjoying recognition by national institutions, the highly demanded fine art masterpieces finding their way into private collections and archives.
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EXCLUSIVE ORIGINALS, LIMITED EDITIONS, SIGNED BY THE ARTIST